Book Overview. This description may be from another edition of this product. In this humorous look at some possible (and impossible) explanations for what made the dinosaurs disappear, bold lines and bright colors portray the prehistoric beasts at large in cities, in jungles. Wonderfully whimsical book of simply and cheerfully pictured "theories" about where the dinosaurs went...such as behind the bookshelves in the library. So good I had to buy another when I couldn't find the old copy I read to my children when they were little. Though dinosaurs once roamed on the earth, for some reason they are no longer alive. As to what happened to the dinosaurs there are a number of possible. The most popular evolutionary views as to what happened to the dinosaurs include the following: 1. A comet struck the earth killing all the dinosaurs. 2. A giant meteor crashed into the sea. This sent a great tidal wave throughout the earth and drowned most of the dinosaurs. 3. The sun became too hot for dinosaurs to exist. 4. The sun became too cold to support dinosaur life. 5. The climate of the world became too dry. 6. The world's climate was too wet. 7. The magnetic field of earth reversed and killed most of the dinosaurs. 8. A supernova exploded near the earth sending radiation throughout ou Start by marking "Whatever Happened to the Dinosaurs? # as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read. This is a great little book, I highly recommend it to any dinosaur loving child. It's got some very creative answers to the age old question of what happened to the dinosaurs. —more. flag Like · see review. Dec 13, 2013 Deborah Harris added it.